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Richard Only Lost
Not Army Deserter
Richard Hollowell, of color,
became Princeton's Unknown
Soldier last week. Richard
used to be janitor for the
Farmers National Bank but
Uncle Sam took him . . . and
hen he got lost at Ft. Benamin Harrison, Ind.
He was inducted at Evansville three weeks ago. Between that city and the Indiana camp, his papers got
lost and so did Richard.
Papers turned up but not
Richard until, listed as a deserter, he finally was found
drifting about the Army post.
Now he's home on two weeks
furlough.

Princeton Will Give TwO
Physicians To Uncle Sam

Bonus Will Be
Allowed On Sugar
Rationing Stamps
Consumers To Get
Quarter Pound Extra
On Each Half
Pound Coupon

Meredith Withdraws
From Race For Judge
As forecast by The Leader
in the issue of July 9, Attorney General Hubert Meredith announced Tuesday he
will not be a candidate for
judge against incumbent Judge
Gus Thomas, Mayfield, in the
First Appellate District.
Judge Thomas, who has
served in the Court of Appeals longer than anyone else,
has another clear path toward
re-election since Meredith's
withdrawal.
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Keen Interest Is
Shown In Probe
Of Swimming Pool
Barkley Is Outspoken
For Chandler, Lexington Editor Writes
From Wash inilton
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Loyal Princetonians who want their town
to continue among up-and-coming communities are invited to spend a minute or two
considering a phase of the tire shortage and
coming gasoline rationing which already is
weighing heavily against home town business folk . . . and that's the big increase
which has come in mail order trade.
Recently, letters were sent out to eastern
retailers asking them to furnish the National Retail Merchants' Association with information regarding how tire and gas rationing is affecting their stores. Most of
the city stores replied their business was
largely dependent upon trade from out-oftown customers. They said, in reply to a
question, they were endeavoring to hold this
valuable trade by increasing their newspaper advertising. A large number of the
merchants reported a very material increase
in mail order business from persons living
in neighboring smaller communities.
As has previously been pointed out in
these columns, Princeton merchants now
have added opportunity of holding community business at home because tires are
thinning and folk want to save them as
long as possible. But the mail order business
is a threat which looms large, and something must be done about it if the end of
the war is to find our Princeton business
houses in good condition, able to continue
giving the sort of service to which shoppers
here have been accustomed.
The big mail order houses definitely do
not help Princeton. Yet a check at any
small town postoffice, including ours, will
reveal that money orders for purchase of
merchandise outside the community are
growing at an alarming rate.
To keep Princeton a going concern, a
growing town and a satisfactory place to
shop, Princetonians should, more now than
ever before, buy everything they can here

at home.
No "Undue Influence”
Mathew J. Connelly, investigator in Kentucky for thg Truman Senate committee,
said at Lexington last week after seeing
Senator Chandler's gift swimming pool and
listening to John Y. Brown's story about it,
the committee's chief interest in the inquiry was "to determine whether undue influence was being exerted in awarding of
war contracts." Only undue influence exerted in connection with this pool was
on "Happy" . . . and it came from his
kids and their young neighborhood friends
in Versailles. It is well known Senator
Chandler is soft-hearted. People by the
thousands love him for it; and if sometimes
this trait gets him into trouble, not many
Kentuckians will find it possible to censure
him greatly on that account. No evidence
will be found fhat "Happy" had anything to
do with getting Contractor Ben Collings any
war business. Because "Happy" just isn't
that kind of a guy.

111
Kentucky Goes Visitin'
History, scenery, romance and the great
beauty of Kentucky, the Bluegrass State, is
alluringly set forth in a new highway booklet just received by The Leader and now in
general distribution throughout the Nation.
There has been no better piece of Kentucky
publicity in all the State's history and
Highway Commissioner J. Lyter Donaldson,
who sponsored the pamphlet, deserves high
commendation. He has our hearty congratulations for giving many thousands of persons outside Kentucky a life-like and very
attractive picture of the State.
The booklet is factual and pictorial; and
we think the color and the illustrations
should bring many a tourist dollar to the
commonwealth when tires and gasoline are
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Recruiting Drives Pass Tests
Critics of government paid advertising
who say it can't be done, will have a hard
time explaining news this week that the
Navy, after a five-month lay-off, is resuming newspaper advertising in a list of Sunday New England newspapers, and that the
Army recruiting service, having used newspapers consistently, is now requesting a
further advertising appropriation for the
next fiscal year.
Both the Army and Navy have made mistakes in their campaigns. These recruiting
drives using paid space are unprecedented
and no agency could be expected to launch
into this uncharted work without some
false moves.
Perhaps the Navy in its preliminary campaign should not have used all newspapers
in cities of 50,000 population or under in
every state it went into. Perhaps the Sunday newspaper formula for the Army ads
did not always bring the maximum results.
But can anyone show that other formulas
would have not also brought some misunderstandings? No one expected a perfect
score, not even the Army and Navy. But
now we have concrete proof that by any
large the campaigns have been successful.
In these critical days when the Navy
needs every plane and ship it can buy, and
more tanks, more guns and planes are
clamored for by the Army, neither service
is going to sink money into advertising unless it has proof of results.
The test stages on these recruiting drives
are over. The fact that they are still running is best evidence that they passed the
tests.—(Editor & Publisher).

War, 24 Years Ago
From our July 16, 1918 files
A counter attack by the French and
Allied forces between the Aisne and Marne
rivers has the enemy on the run, news from
Europe disclosed last night.
More than 20 villages have been recaptured by the French. High ranking officers
of the AEF and other allied forces say "the
end of the German power is in sight."
Carl Hollowell, Princeton soldier, died following an operation at Hancock, Ga. Wednesday.
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kitchens.
The War Production Board estimates 200
million gallons of alcohol will be used in
production of butadine which, when processed with other ingredients, will furnish
200 thousand tons of synthetic rubber.
Kentucky's whiskey making plants already are in process of being converted entirely to production of alcohol for war and
the. State thus will turn one of its most
noted industries over to Uncle Sam in toto.
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learning much of his home State; and to
those who have heard some of the countless
intriguing tales about Kentucky which constitute her chief asset in the world's view,
Mr. Donaldson's presentation cannot but
present Kentucky at her most appealing

With use of but a negligible amount of
critical materials, the beverage distilled
spirits industry will produce 240 million
gallons of high-proof alcohol in 1943, or
about 44 percent of the Nation's military
and essential civilian needs.
Beverage alcohol plants use grain exclusively and as the country has a large
surplus of grain, especially corn and wheat,
original allocation of 1.2 million tons of
sugar for conversion into industrial alcohol
can thus be released for consumption in

wer
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more plentiful, after the war.
For not even the best informed native
can scan the pages of this booklet without

best.
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ASSOCIATED PRES.; newspapers
everywhere bring you all the world's
news promptly and without distortion—
fulfilling, in war as in peace, the tremen.
dous obligation and responsibility of a
free press.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
This back-slid Presbyterian is
behind the 8-ball with the new
preacher . . . and after making
what was an unprecedented effort
in the other direction too! Preacher John Fox says he has no intention of helping to police Princeton, in connection with the new
Ministerial Association, or otherwise. His idea is the preachers,
working together, should raise the
morals of the community by giving impetus to a better life.
The Leader, reporting organization of the Ministerial Association,
sought truthfully to reflect sentiments of those active *the new
organization . . . And believes it
did so; tho certainly we seem to
have put Mr. Fox in a position he
does not like. We are sincerely
sorry about this.
Kentucky's Fourth Estate lost
one of its all-time greats last
week in the sudden death of J.
Curtis Alcock, Danville editor, who
had been secretary of the KPA 30
years, until last January. Curtis
was a fine and noble character,
a gentleman of the old school, an
able newspaperman and a tireless
civic worker. His reward was the
devotion of a host of friends in
the newspaper business and out.
Nis passing is widely mourned.
Dr. M. E. Ligon, who was the
very popular science instructor at
Owensboro High when I was
there, has just published a book
about the history of education in
Kentucky. Dr. Ligon now is professor of secondary education,
University of Kentucky, where a
splendid job is being done in arranging courses of instruction to
meet war needs . . . looking also
to the future. Dr. Ligon has rare
talent as a teacher, one of the
few such Pennyriler has known.
/11
This community owes a debt of
gratitude to the West Kentucky
Coal Company for the publicspirited series of advertisements
which latterly has appeared in
The 'Leader and several other
newspapers of this 'section . . .
urging all to buy coal now, before
transportation facilities are taken
over for war needs. Many coal
bins have been filled as a result

ver has it bees harrier, nor more
i. motive, to get and present unbiased
r s. But everywhere AP men are get
Lng the troth and writing it daily for
readers of this newspaper —writing it
with fingers of freedom!

By G. M. P

. . . And the WKCC did NOT
solicit this business• for itself,
merely urging that coal be bought
right away. Very unusual sort of
unselfish , service.
/114i
A friend did not like our editorial about "Disturbing the Peace
on the Home Front", and promised to write a letter to the editor,
for publication . . . And a lady
vowed she was gonna do the same
in reply to a Postscript last week
on the subject of ladies' shanks
and their glamor. Hope we get
these letters as they probably
would make interesting reading.
11111
Happy Chandler may be in disfavor with some folk about his
free swimming pool but one US
senator who is going to be mighty
popular with newspaper editors is
Millard Tydings, Maryland, who
introduced a bill last week to prohibit issuance of "news" releases
by government agencies "in the
absence of specific funds for such
matter." The specific funds, of
course, are spent to pay allegedly
expert publicity men . . . not for
newspaper space.
Some years ago we had
a
popular jingle which ran like
this:
Little Willie, mean as Hell,
Pushed his sister in a well;
Willie's always up to tricks.
Ain't he cute, he's only six.
Willie's gone from bad to worse—
Now his father's in a hearse;
Smeared him with a load of bricks
Ain't he cute, he's only six.
1111
Now comes Doris M. Rohe,
Louisville, with a rhyme in the
roto magazine of the CourierJournal, like this:
I don't kiss, I don't neck;
I don't say hell, just say heck;
I'm always good, always nice;
I don't play poker, don't shoot
dice;
I don't drink, I don't flirt ;
I don't gossip or spread dirt;
I have no lines or clever tricks—
But what the heck, I'm only 6.
And Pennyriler believes the
gals of the Teen-Age Club who
composed this bit should beware
of our old-fashioned
"Little
Willie."

—Washington Daybook
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One-Man Town—
It's Official
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Meteor, City, Ariz. (—"Meteor City, Population I" says the
sign beside U. S. Highway 66.
The figure checks exactly with
the fact. Jack Newsum is the
population. He always had a desire, he declared, to live in a city
so started his own. It's a desert
service station and trading post
between Flagstaff arid Winslow
on the transcontinental route
across northern Arizona

One of the home economics
field agents of the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Horne
Economics announces she has
worn one pair of stockings 264
consecutive days. Careful washing every night, using a mild
soap and lukewarm water, with
no rough rubbing or squeezing,
is one of her secrets. Another
is careful handling to avoid
snags and "runs". Money she
saves on stockings and other
clothes she invests in war bonds.

railway much more quickly than
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Here's What Allies Need
To Invade Europe In 42

INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky
BARBARA HUTTON AND CARY GRANT MARRY—Cary
Grant, the motion picture actor, and Barbara Hutton, the Woolworth heiress, smile happily after their marriage at Lake Arrowhead, Calif. The two had been inseparable companions for
two years. It was Grant's second marriage and Miss Hutton's
—AP Telemat
third. He is 38; she, 29.

Watch Your
Kidneys!

tons of limestone
Better Tobacco
were used to the acre and 250
On Treated Land
pounds of superphosphate apAt the Western Kentucky Ex- plied on each tobacco crop.
periment Substation at PrinceThe name Paoshan, a small
ton, land treated with limestone
city in China's Yunnan proand superphosphate produced
vince, means "precious moundark tobacco selling for $45 an
tain."
acre more than tobacco grown
on untreated land. Where maHUGH
nure was used in addition to
NATIO
—NAL BLACKBURN
limestone and phosphate, the inLIFE AND
creased value was $70 an acre.
'Shield Man"
ACCIDENT
The rotation included two years
Phone 682
of tobacco, one year of wheat,
Princeton, Ky.
and three years of clover and
grass. Two
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Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Ilarmful Body Waste
Your kidneys are constantly Altering
waste matter from the. blood stream. But
kidneys sometimes lag in their work--no
not act as Nature intended—fall to remove impurities that, if retained, map
poison the system and upset the whale
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache..
persistent headache,attacks of diminask
getting up nights, swelling, puffineas
under the eyes—a feeling of nervons
anxiety and loss of pop and irtrengthOther signs of kidney or bladder disorder ars sometimes burning. scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Domes have been winning
Doon's
new friends for more than forty years.
They have • nation-wide reputationAre recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask row neighbor,

DOAN'S PILLS
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Send the
Home Town
To Your
SOLDIER!
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and carry long rifles. Our
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to Kentuckr small cities, towns and
We started in 1912 with two or three. Today
Wt serve 411 communities--and 83% of
them have less than 1,000 population.
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Why Government Ownership
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They aim to socialize the industry.
Socialization of industries and proTesslons
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help provide the costs of government.
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With sky-rocketing government costs,
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more
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KENTUCKY UTILITIES
INCORPORATED

Manager
R. S. GREGORY,

Do you write to your soldier? Of course you do!
But you can't write every
day. Here's something else
you can do, though. Send
him a subscription to the
PRINCETON LEADER —
that's the best way to keep
him in touch with
home. It's a little
thing to do, but think
what it will mean to
him! Act NOW!

ALSO SERVE

Telephone offices now proudly display service flags as
a patriotic tribute to those
in the armed forces of the
Nation.
Although the star figures
in the center field of white
show the number of Southern
Bell men now in the armed
services, the flag might also
symbolize all Southern Bell
employes—for all are wholeheartedly serving their country in this great world crisis.
The telephone, fittingly
termed the nerve center of
the Nation, is even more vitally important in war than
in peace. Thus,the telephone
men and women at home
whose lives are devoted to
its dependable and efficient
function are definitely—in
the war. All stand ready for
emergency calls at any hour
of any day—operators, linemen, construction men,
pair men — everybody.
In or out of uniform, telephone folks are doing their
war work—for they all serve,
and the spirit of service was
never more in evidence than
it is today.

THE
PRINCETON
LEADER
THE PRINCETON LEADER
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Please send o subscription to:

RANK AND NAME
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Outlook Gloomy
For State Roads,
Donaldson Says

You can save 4 to 5 cents

Construction Stopped,
All Maintenance
Sharply Cut By War
Department

SENE
ON EVERY GALLON OR GAS OR KERO

AT CORNICK'S
gement, and invites you to
This station is now under new mana
visit him in his new location.

Cornick Oil Co.
Hopkinsville Street

I.

.................
800r.../Zetr.e

With Our, Heroes In The Armed Forces
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e . . . you be the judge . .
Our products are tops in performanc
s.
A test will convince you as it has other

Bob Williams, Mgr.

American Legion
To Sponsor Carnival

QUESTION

What did the Japs say when Doolittle bombed Tokyo?
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BUY - BUY WAR STAMPS AND BONDS!
BYE - BYE HIROHITO AND HITLER!
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Here's the picture the nation
has been waiting for! The
inside, on-the-scene story of
the making of the Marines!
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AT LAST - IT'S ON THE SCREEN!

HELLZAPOPPIN'

FOR SALE-1935 Master Deluxe
Chevrolet Coach. In good condition with good tires. See C.
C. Jones or call him at 274. tf
FOR SALE: 1 V-8 Ford 60, 2ltp
door Sedan, call 451-J.

kdded Units!
IN THE NEWSREEL!
Films of U.S.S. Lexington sinking! . . .
F. B. I. captures German Spies! . . . American
Commando Troops in Canal Zone! . .
Second Front Assured!
FURTHER PROPHECIES OF NOSTRADAMUS
COLOR CARTOON—"DOG TROUBLE"

SUN. & MO

starring

FOR SALE: Upright piano. See
Mrs. Mary Cantrell, 614 W.
• Itp
Main St.
SPECIAL BARGAINS THIS
WEEK ON REAL ESTATE
One 336 acre tract of land located
2 miles West of Princeton, two
/
51
dwellings, three barns, well
watered, best lime stone soil.
Price $8,500.00.
One 330 acre tract of land in
2 miles
/
Crittenden county, 71
West of Marion. Nice buildings,
land well watered, in high state
of cultivation, mostly creek bottom. Price $30.00 per acre.
One nice modern home and out
buildings, 22 acres of land one
mile from city limits of Princeton. Priced $3,700.00.
We also have other desirable property listed for sale. For further
Information. see or call—
C. A. WOODALL
Real Estate & Insurance Agency
Princeton, Ky.
317 Main St.
At
-

OLSEN & JOHNSON
MARTHA RAYE

ALWAYS
COOL

with

Jane FRAZEE • Mischa AUER
18herine JOHNSON • Lewis HOWARD
—Added Features—
"SOLDIERS IN WHITE"
(The Army Medical Corps—Filmed in Color)
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS

ANN
eni

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
AMERICAN HEROES DAY - FRIDAY, JULY 17
A handsome 8 by 10 inch Duotone photo of General MacArthur—suitable for
framing—given with each purchase of War Stamqs at our boxoffice.

llins-Siewart
ta
Mrs. C.

Mrs Ellis

Prodiccer
by SW,
Associate
Original Story PKTURE
tecilfi •
Y-fOX
tans°,
CENIUR
by
A 20tb

Broadway's giant 4 year fun riot! The
laughs are doubled! The fun's quadrupled. It's bigger . . . and better ... and wilder ... crazier than ever!

aiWg'ectlieleleito'afmn:habseRgra.ay.
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e 27, iant
s. Iree.
osewpahr
j
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el,
McDani
E. F.
e
Avenu
, . win

htomberstone
Produced
NV/
Bruce
Directed by Milton Sperl g • ScreenFisher
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ARE YOU OVER 45—Have you
been turned down because of
your age? Do you want a position where age is an asset—
not a handicap? Write J. H,
Hollomon, Box 174, Marion,
2tc
Ky. •
HELP WANTED:Free! DeLuxe
velvet lined case filled with
complete assortment of famous
Mary King Beauty Products,
to person handling distribution
in Princeton. No experience
necessary; average earnings
dollar an hour. Write MARY
KING BEAUTY DEPT., 70 W.
Iowa Ave, Memphis, Tenn. 2c

A barrii

kis
TOP
THRILL
TRIUMPH!

le

JOHN

ANSWER-7— "HELLZAPOPPIN!"

WANTED: Married men, age 2540, for outside contact work,
by personal finance company
with offices in Kentucky,
southern Indiana and southern
Illinois. State age, education,
employqualifications, and
ment experience in own handwriting. Address Box No. 301.

‘, A HON!!
CRUIst,101

struction."
Donaldson reported the folthe
to
lowing developments
sober-faced men ..around the
table:
1. Revenue from the gasoline
tax was down 16.6 percent in
June, as compared with June,

1941.
2. Toll bridge revenue was
ton.
Prince
in
ghs
furlou
down 20.6 percent in June, as
Pvt. Dick Morgan, son of Mr. after
d
Richar
and
compared with the same month
am
Gresh
has
Drury
,
and Mrs. Robert Morgan
CH
CHUR
ST
BAPTI
FIRST
now in training at last year.
written from England. He tells Adams are
. The division of planning
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
bomb torn streets, historic old U. S. Naval Training Station, and survey has estimated that
of
9:45.
at
School
y
Sunda
buildings and a little about life Great Lakes, Illinois. Gresham revenue will fall below fixed
Morning Worship at 11.
foreign land but nothing has a brother, Bob, serving with
charges by 1944; that by 1945,
Baptist Training Union at 6:15. in a
his exact location. Private
about
7:30.
at
p
of the war •total revenue will drop to $6,Evening Worshi
one
in
Navy
the
n left for the Army early
Pr a y er Service Wednesday Morga
200,000, as compared with coltheaters as a radio operator.
year.
this
lections of $22,000,000 in 1941.
evening at 7:30.
S.
U.
the
J. C. Drennon, with
Earl Walker Bryant, engineer
4. The War Department now
the United States Army Navy at Great Lakes, is spendwith
CH
CHUR
TIAN
CHRIS
is refusing to approve strategic
Air Corps at a station in Florida ing a "boot leave" with his famiChas. P. Brooks, Minister
military highway projects in the
Monday after a six- ly. here. Drennon joined the
You are welcome to all our left here
interior.
Navy six weeks ago. He was
day furlough with his parents.
services.. Come often.
5. The Office of Petroleum CoJames formerly employed at Lusby's
nt
Sergea
cal
Techni
Bible School 9:45.
Ordinator has limited use of
Robert White, Technical Sergeant Plumbing and Heating Company.
Worship service 10:55.
bituminous products for mainPvt. Coy X. Blick, son of Mr.
Bart Griffith and Pvt. Charlie
C. E. (all groups) 7:00.
e to 25 percent of what
tenanc
Griffith have returned to duty and Mrs. Roger Blick, Star Route
Evening worship 8:00.
for maintenance in
used
was
Princeton, has been graduated
Wednesday, 8:00, prayer meet- 10:00 a. m., "The Middle Wall". 6,
1941.
from the huge Air Corps Teching.
Our Sunday School comes be- nical School at Keesler Field,
CounMonday, 6:30, Women's
fore the sermon at night. Preach- Miss., after an intensive 19-week
Mrs. James Tosh
cil.
ing at 8 p. m., "Why No Christcourse which prepared him to
Mrs. James Tosh, of the Good
ian Keeps the Commands of the serve as an Airplane Mechanic
Springs community, died SunOGDEN MEMORIAL
Old Testament"; Prayer meeting, "on the line."
day night at twelve o'clock.
Pastor
,
E. S. Denton
Wednesday night 8:00 p. m.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
9:45 a. m., Sunday School.
CARD OF THANKS
Gertrude Fisher and a brother,
11:00 a. m., "The Higher Life SECOND BAPTIST
We sincerely thank our friends Charles Diehel, both of Albion,
Within."
Rev. Boyd Cunningham, form- for their deeds of kindness and
7:00 p. m., Youth Fellowship er Princetonian, and now of lovely tokens of respect, in beFuneral services and burial
of our father, Robert L.
Service.
High Point, N. C., will preach at half
t were at Tosh Cemetery at 4
brough
has
g
passin
whose
Perry,
8:00 p. m., "The Value of the Second Baptist Church, Sunsorrow and sadness to our hearts. o'clock Monday.
Truth to The Soul."
HIS CHILDREN.
day, July 19, at 8 o'clock.
THE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Our eight-day meeting closed
July 12 with good interest. Please
note our Sunday morning services are brief, pointed .and before the heat of the day.
Singing, 9:45 a. m.; Preaching

CAPITOL

, July 16,
hursaciY,
—

SHERIDAN
NAPA N
REA

hday Dinner
Dr. and .7.frs C.
•er, entertained w
•. dinner at their
'y, July 13,'in ho
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ohgood-Po well

ttendants.

tollins-Stewart
R. Stallins,
V.; and Mrs. C.
announchave
Sprim,s,
-kson
their daughthe marriage of
Frank Stewart,
, Gretchen. to
Charleston, Mo., December 26,
,with the Rey, Montgomery,
'ating.
son of Mr.
Mr. Stewart ls the
Mrs. Ellis Stewart, Dalton,
was inducted into the Army
;Ty 26 He is temporarily staHarrison,
tioned at Ft. Benjamin
who is
Stewart,
Mrs.
and
xw employed in Indiana, wiN
ion him after he is permanent

ood-Davis
The marriage of Miss Esther
ne Wood. daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Clarence D. Wood, and
Sgt. Wallis E. Davis. of
"
Buten. Texas. son of Mr.
Mrs. Autie Davis, 701 W.
Mrs. William
Hopkinsville, took place
'
Methodist Charles Brockmeyer who celethe Hartford
,.h, Hartford, July 10, 1942. brated her 21st birthday.
7 Rev. Dr. E. B. Owen perGuests were Mr. and Mrs.
imed the ceremony.
William Young, Miss Francis
The bride wore a basque flor- Young. Billy Sam Young, Mr.
;. sheer dress, with white pique and Mrs. John Rice and
iciessories and carried a bridal Dickie.
t of white roses. The
said of honor. Miss Elizabeth ,
Missionary Honored
Brumfield. of Hopkinsville.
and
pique
white
dressed in
At Afternoon Tea
anied white roses. Sgt. Davis'
The Woman's Missionary Soman was Mr. Garland A.
of the First Baptist Church
ciety
'
:also of Hopkinsville.
entertained Miss Lorene Tilford,
of
graduate
a
is
Davis
All.
missionary, with a tea, Tues1 Woman's College in the
afternoon, July 14, immediof 1941, where she was a day
after her speech to the
ately
r of Chi Delta Phi and
of the church.
women
t Government. Tech. Sgt.
Tilford's speech, she
Miss
In
vu is stationed at Camp
some of her experiences
related
Hulen, Texas where he is atand developements
tached to the Coastal Artillery in the Orient
leading up to the war
China
in
Mrs. Davis will leave for Texas
Miss Tilford was a missionary to
in August
China until the war began—

Birthday Dinner
Dr. and :.rrs

14, at eight o'clock.
Following the business session,
Mrs. Everett Cherry led the pro-

Hospital News

stationed.

WHEREvEl
AMERICA'S 61,0
HAS.BEEN WO)
THE
MARIE$
A VE BEEN THE,
WINNING IT!
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spent last week-end with friends
and relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Hazel and
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar, family moved to Sturgis MonMrs. J. J. Rosenthal has acgram.
Bowling Green, spent last week- day where Mr. Hazel has acceptcepted the chairmanship of surgPresent were Mesdames Ethel end with relatives here. Miss ed a position with the Solt Conical dressings for the local Red
returned servation Program.
Cross chapter, and will leave for French, Edwin Jacob, Roberta Mary Wilson Eldred
two week's
Miss Dorothy Coleman, MorPaducah July 15 for three days Laverty, Clifton Pruett, Everett home with them for a
visit
Mammoth
will
They
visit.
spent last week-end
ganfield,
ina
National
training under
Cherry, Henry Lester, Walter Cave this week-end.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
structor, after which she will
Simon, Laura 0. Vivian, RebecMr. and Mrs. Frederick Stal- Robert Coleman.
organize the local women for inlins
moved to Lexington this
and
Rogers
Elizabeth
Arnett,
ca
Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Morse, Fultensive work, to begin August 1.
There is urgent need for this the hostess; Misses Atha Stallins, week, where Mr. Stallins will ton, spent Last week-end as the
in the U. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bayless
work and the quota is set in Eliza Nall and Margie Amoss. continue his training
S. Signal Corps.
Stone and family, W. Main St.
large figures.
Freedom,
Mrs.
James
Connor,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Davis, Mr.
Mrs. Callaway will open the Leader Congratulates
Ill., is visiting relatives here this and Mrs. Tom Ammo and Mrs.
Red Cross sewing room on her
Mr. and Mrs. Adrain Faught, week.
Louise Jones spent Sunday in
return from Eminence, where
Byron Childress, Detroit, is Paducah as the guest of relaa son,
she was called on account of Fredonia, on the birth of
Monday, July 14. He has been visiting his family here this tives.
illness and death of a relative.
week.
named
James Edward.
Charles Alvin Lisanby, NashThe Woman's Missionary SoMr. and Mrs. C. R. Davis and ville, will arrive Friday to spent
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Rascoe,
ciety of The Fredonia Baptist
family of New Castle, Ind., left the week-end with his parents,
Church, donated a quilt to the Cobb, on the birth of a daughter,
Tuesday after .a visit with .re1a- Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
Red Cross, and will be included Martha Rose,.
fives.
Beckner,
Lexie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Eddyville Road.
now
ready.
in a shipment
Mrs. Guess Dodds visited Mrs.
Fredonia, Route I, on the birth
Miss Madge Bottler left Tueslast day night for Chicago, where
of a daughter, July 2. She has Roy Withers in Paducah
Baptist Group
week.
been named Patricia Ann.
she will spend her vacation with
Mr. and Mrs. Malloy Patter- Mrs. George Smiley, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hobby,
Has Picnic
The Lottie Moon circle of the Princeton, Route 2, on the birth son, Paducah, spent last weekend with Mr. Patterson's parFirst Baptist Church entertained of a son, Jerry Allen, July 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Pollard Thomp- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Patwith a picnic on the lawn of
.
s.
morn
the Alvin Lisanby home on the son, Princeton, Route 2, on the ters
Mrs. Harley Byrd, Marion, is
Margaret Calloway is in
Eddyville Road, Tuesday even- birth of a son, July 4. He has
Eminence this week, where she improving after injuries she reing, July 14, at six o'clock. Mem- been named Cecil Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Varnia Imon was called on account of illness ceived in an automobile accident
bers, their husbands and invited
two weeks ago.
Boitnott, Princeton, on the birth and death of a relative.
guests attended.
R. F. Brown, Jr., Dycusburg,
Miss Ruth Rucker, South Bend,
Present were Mr. and Mrs. of a son, Imon Wayne, July 5.
son,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Vickery, Ind., spent last week-end with continues to improve after being
Howard McConnell and
thrown from a mule six weeks
Bobby; Mr. and Mrs. Claude Route 2, Princeton, on the birth friends and relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Hunt, ago.
Koltinsky and daughter, Jackie; of a son, July 7. He has been
Mrs. Glen Salyers was dismissMayfield, spent last week-end
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby named Bobby Clinton.
4,.
ed Wednesday after a major
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Walker here with relatives.
and son, Jimmie; Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Powell
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Brown and operation she underwent a week
Robert Jacob, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Lane, Route 3, Princeton, on the
recently announced it had sus- lie Larkins, Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan birth of a daughter, Neva Ann, family, Detroit, are visiting ago.
pended operation for a year.
Mrs. Owen McCoy, Dycusburg,
friends and relatives here this
and daughter, Shirley; Misses July 12.
The move was also prompted by Mary Wilson Baker, Charline
is undergoing treatment this
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Gills, Pa- week.
loss of income from the Gen- Prince, Virginia McCaslin and ducah, on the birth of a son,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Stevens, week.
eral Association of Kentucky Dorothy Ann Davis.
Mrs. Paul LaRue, Marion, is
July 7, at Madisonville. He has Detroit, are visiting Mr. Steven's
Baptists, increased cost of opbeen named David Ray. Mr. and mother, Mrs. Mary Phil Stevens undergoing treatment this week.
eration and a possible drop in
Mrs. Lucille Hardesty, Tolu,
Mrs. Guill formerly lived here. and brothers, Bob, Philip, George
Meets
enrollment, Kenneth R. Patter- B&PW Group
Irisl.
is improving after a major opandame
Professional
and
Business
The
son, president, announced.
Johnson, Paducah, spent eration she underwent last week.
Mrs. J. H. Wilson has deturnCouncil
The school was founded in Group of the Women's
Mrs. Bedford McChesney, S.
od to her home in Hillsboro, last week-end with his parents,
Church
Christian
First
the
1854 and is one of the oldest of
Mr. 'and Mrs. Harry Johnson, Jefferson street, was admitted
visit
a
with
after
month's
Texas,
Berdie
Mrs.
junior colleges for women in met at the home of
to the hospital Wednesday mornMrs. Blanche Hobgood and Mr. South Jefferson Street.
Moore, Tuesday evening, July
the South.
Wylie Jones, Central City, ing for treatment.
and Mrs. K. P. Hobgood.

Mrs. Rosenthal Made
Red Cross Official

Hobgood, South
mrs. Blaacne
has announced
street,
Verson
her daughter,
of
marriage
Ray Powell,
th, to William
Mrs. 0. T.
and
Mr.
of
Saturday,
ofi, Sy msonia,
single
The
Paducah.
one 27, at
ceremony was read by the
of
v. E. F. McDaniel, pastor
Methodist
Avenue
ountain
church auditorhurch, M the
Cantrell
'ox Miss Josephine
the
Mrs. McDaniel were
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We have the following merchandise in
stock and can make immediate
deliveries.

Bethel College

First Remember--

C. H. Brockwith a birth- Suspends For a Year
day dinner at their home MonDue to war candlthans, Bethel
ray July 13, in honor of Mrs. Woman's Collegt, Vopkinsville.

dmyer, entertained

The Manufacture of

Kerosene Ranges

Suits, Skirts, Golfers

Ceases July 31 for the Duration.
Buy Now From Our Big Stock!
$4.75
Single Burner
$6.00
ii
Double Burner
$8.50
Three Burner
The famous QUICK MEAL RANGE built-in oven models

from the following superior, lines:

$36.50 to $89.50

Slacks, Slack Suits, Dresses, Play Suits, Culotte

NIelly Don, Ann Foster, LeVine, Junior Guild,
Snyder of California, Ken Classics, Ann
Mitchell, Lamp!, Don-a-Tog, Nardis

.BIG VALUES
.
ELECTRIC FANS .
$1095
$18.95
$34.95
$34.50

10 inch oscillator
12 inch oscillator
Kisco Lowair
21 inch Straight Blow _
20 gallon Automatic Frigidaire
WATER HEATER

AWNINGS
Will Keep Your Rooms Cooler.

Garbage Pails
High Grade Galvanized.

98e to $2.95

clothes. You can do
it with frequent cleaning

the quality way,

as it is

EXTRA SPECIAL
Credit terms according to government
regulations.

done here.

Bathroom Medicine Cabinets, complete for
THE YEAR'S BEST BUY

WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

Cayce - Yost Co.
Hopkinsville,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
(Incorporated)

Kentucky

vr.r.
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Enemy Perfects
Plans To Bomb
Kentucky Area

in
t
es
rg
La
is
e
Pil
p
ra
Sc
ry
ine
Ref
Mid-Continent
i.1 ii

(By Associated Press)
Frankfort.—Enemy plans are
being made to bomb Louisville,
Cincinnati and contiguous Ohio
and Mississippi river territory,
State Civilian Defense Director
J. J. Greenleaf declared in letters to county defense chairmen
Friday, urging the air raid blackout programs be perfected.
Declaring be had refrained
from giving many warnings, the
director advised the chairmen
he "recently received information that United States and
Canadian army intelligence officers have positive proof of
enemy preparations and intentions" to carry out bombing in
the area named.
One lighted town in case of
an air raid, Greenleaf explained,
might serve to guide air bombers to their objective or might
attract them so they would unload their destructive explosives

at Tulsa. Okla.,
The Mid -Continent Petroleum Corporationrubber
collected by
claims to have the largest single pile of scrap
States. Above photoany group of service stations in the United or 181 tons, plus 878
graph shows the huge pile of 362,878 pounds,
in the Oil Capital
pounds stacked on the Diamond refinery grounds
campaign.
at the end of the first two weeks' scrap
dent in charge of
R. W. McDowell, Mid -Continent's vice-presilong, more than 26
sales, reports the pile to be more than 200 feet

by all of the area's service station operators. "The general dubit
and service station dealers, through the petroleum industry, h",
done a superb lob in response to the President's appeal fa,
to augment the supply of rubber available for war uses," Sutlers

average height of 11 feet.
wide at the base and stacked to an County by the company's
rubber scrap was collected in Tulsa
tonnage of more than 200
service stations and dealers. A total
drive extension period.
is anticipated by the end of the ten-day
in its Eastern Division
Mid -Continent's rubber collection drive
eastern Missouri) centered
,
Tennessee
Kentucky.
Illinois.
(Indiana,
Ind., where Division Manager
at division offices in Terre Haute, support
of the collection effort
L. V Surtees reported enthusiastic

feet
The
D-X
tons

"There have been some 'big' claims entered by various collect
agencies and we grant that 'scrap is scrap.' but we're mighty dm
of the old tires, tubes, oil field equipment. household goods rubte
accessories, etc., in our Diamond refinery scrap pile," McDowell Nit

Catchers Caught

'Phone Girls'
From The Blue Book

WHAT IT MEANS .

New York (IF) — Enforcement
Somewhere In Australia (in— of the anti-parking law has be
Two attractive Australian women come so stringent that it has
have been working as reception- sent scores of offenders into
AmeriSouth
the
n
on
reCaribbea
ists in a building housing a large traffic courts in Manhattan and
Tugwell
Rexford
Governor
By Herman Allen
Bronx. Included were a num.
mainland
half
can
of
almost
trend
this
verses
department of the United States the
Wide World Features
of detectives 4ind
ber
This link with South America Army.
out the promise
The recently-announced plan a century, holds
men who found tickets on their
started
women
the
until
Not
the greatest degree of self- gives the Tugwell plan a double
to give Puerto Rico an elective of
soldiers machines after appearing against
hips inviting the American
relations
on it.
the
in
nce
hissignifica
Rico's
Puerto
in
nt
governme
appointan
of
did others.
instead
homes
their
governor
at
tea
Sunday
to
Director Greenlears letter said
in diplo- tory, and thus knocks the props between the United States and the Yanks discover that the
appraised
is
one
defense
ive
county
of
a number
Washington as out from under the Nazi prom- the other Americas. The other "'phone girls" were Australian
chairmen had not reported com- matic quarters in
Hitler's efforts ises of better days under Nazi half of the importance is due to socialites—Mrs. Elaine Bessemerpletion of all detailed plans and a blow at Adolf
the Roosevelt administration's Clark, daughter of former world
of the vital rule. .
peoples
the
He
woo
once.
to
urged them to do so at
on Puerto Rico as the tennis singles champion Sir Norappliemphasis
practical
first
the
It
is
n
Caribbea
the
declared "thorough preparation" island outposts of
cation of the Atlantic Charter bridge between the northern and ma Brooke, and Mrs. Thelma
Sea.
now.
is necessary
t for southern halves of the new Patterson, sister-in-law of Lady
Informed sources point out and may become a preceden
A "model city ordinance" deBritain
by
Great
world.
action
have similar
Kingsford-Smith, widow of,. Aussigned to enforce blackouts and that Nazi propagandaists
colonies.
her
By proposing greater political tralia's most famous flier.
to
in
regard
hazy
Rico's
Puerto
other defense measures also was been using
Tugwell's tenure in the Carib- freedom for Puerto Rico, GovS. sovsent to the county chairmen with political status under U.
island has not been with- ernor' Tugwell—who usually has
bean
to
argument
an
as
asked
The total population of the 21
ereignty
a suggestion that cities be
s; there has been the support of the White House, American republics is 225,000,000
stormines
out
the
of
sy"
"hypocri
the
prove
it.
adopt
to
criticism from within and from and is reported to have it in this
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP
The measure—similar to the democracies.
without. There have been form- case—sets up a signpost on the
based
This argument has been
Diamond is the hardest known
one Frankfort adopted Thursday
al, official demands from Puerto road to future United States mineral.
night—would authorize black- on the fact that a few months
PROMPTLY AND
Rican leaders for his replace- foreign policy.
Puerto
took
outs and other defense measures before the U. S.
n
indicatio
more
one
gives
He
ment.
and provide maximum fines of Rico from Spain in the SpanishThe German propaganda in that "dollar imperialism" is dead.
We Pay All
$500 or six months in jail, or American War, the island had
Puerto Rico has been carried Puerto Rico is politically a part
freedom"
of
"charter
a
violatof
won
n
convictio
upon
both,
All parts of
from Madrid giving the Puerto out through a small but en- of North America.
ing the act.
a keen
have
ive
America
Spanish
of
conservat
group
trenched
Ricans unprecedented political
s sympathy for all other parts,
Spaniard
These
there.
s
of
Spaniard
years
44
the
During
liberties.
Latin
Haiti was the first
made no secret of the financial and are quick to resent political
American country to declare its United States rule, nothing apthey sent General Fran- interference or to appreciate Capital Stock Co. Insurance
support
that
of
breadth
the
g
proachin
Independence, in 1804.
the Spanish civil war tokens of friendship. An elective
co
during
alachieved,
freedom has been
is safe and reliable.
has been very Vocal governor for Puerto Rico would
group
This
been
have
islanders
the
though
longthe
is
system
The Andes
Phone 25
and has made itself heard not bring more applause for "the Princeton, K.
est and highest mountain range granted American citizenship,
110 S. Jefferson St.
island but across the good neighbor."
on
the
byonly
d
submitte
proposal
The
world.
In the

Puerto Rican Home Rule

_
Oldest Pilot?
Whitehall, N. Y. 011.41
Capt. George N, Sween
looking forward to his 80tit
on Inland New York W
next year, The ''grand old
of Lake Champlain" Started
cabin borat13..hd rose to
deckhand and pilot. He 3
lieved to be the oldest
pilot.

DEAD STOCK

Insurance
Fire and Auto

Phone 423

AND HOGS . .

REMO

Suiting In Tan - Gray - Blue and Brown
Plain or Fancy Front-Zipper or Button

Princeton 111

Men's Straws - Fine Weave
Novelty Weave --Ventilated
Crown - White, Cream. Tan
Green.
Value to *2.00
Special Price
Size 6 to "7

S41 15

Pair

Sanforized Suiting, Tan,
Green,Blue and Gray

$195

Whites and Novelty Fabrics
Slightly Soiled-Values to $2.00

9100

Sandals-Stepin Pumps-Straps and
Novelty Play Slippers
Size 3, 4, 5 Only

Special
Priced at

s9
$11;1 95
--R-= to

VALUE TO $5.00

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
WHERE YOUR $

HAVE MORE CENTS

k, 2:00 p. m., Thurs
H. Tandy, hostess.

makers
Phone Chargits

Special Close 0
196 Pairs Summer Trousers.Owing to price concession
granted we are not permitted to use manufacturers"
name in advertising, but you will recognize the maker
by the quality.
Men's and Young Men's Summer Slacks and Trousers
*6195
Solid Color Garbardine - Sharkskins,Blue,
Pair
Tan,Green - Bayous,Zipper and Button

lions In eonservi
ter use will be gi
following week
laces listed below:
p. m., Saturda
nes, hostess.
, 2:00 p. m., Tues
ta Towery, hoste
d. 2:00 p. m., Wed
J M. Cook, hos

FREE OF CHARGE.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

r:

emakers
b News
onstration

Wanted

Gus Kortreefity Agt.

RS AT SABOTEU
sngton, D. C., as al
rner Thiel, alias Jo
0 Neubauer, 32, an
d day of the trial
rmation. (Associat

Homemakers Club
lar meeting Mesa at the home of
ryant. Officers were
next year and imces reported. Mrs.
was reelected presick Pool, vice-presiPorter, secretary
-
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City Ordinance

"The general nutin
(ileum industry, Km
ent s appeal tot wr
.
i
ar uses.' Surtees
by various collecting
t we're mighty
aroma
uschold goods mike
pile," McDowell sat
—

hot'
all, N. Y. uP).__At
orge N. Sweeney
orward to his Mtn
New York Vs
r. The "grand old
Champlain- started
y at 13 and rose to
d and pilot. He n
be the oldest

Indians Fear Effect
Of War On Prayers

An
Gallup, N. M. (1P)—World War
ordinance,
authorizing
BLACKOUTS and AIR RAID II has brought a new
worry to
PROTECTION, Orders Rules and the
medicine men of New MexiRegulations; prescribing penalco's ancient Zuni Indian Puebties for violation thereof, and
lo.
declaring an emergency.
Preparations are going forThe city council of the city of
Princeton, Kentucky, ordains as ward for supplications
to the
follows:
gods for rain for their crops and
Section 1.—In order to protect for all crops in general, but the
life and property in the city of caciques fear that the diety
may
Princeton from enemy action, be slow in answcreing their
the Mayor is authorized and di- prayers as long as the world
is
rected to carry out blackouts at was,
and air raid protection measures
in said city at such times and ordinance.
Section 5.—Any person, firm
for such periods as are ordered
by the Army or Navy, or Civil- or corporation violating any of
the provisions of this ordinance
ian Defense authorities
when
acting with the sanction or ap- or any order, rule, or regulation
proval of the Army or Navy, made, issued and proclaimed by
and to promulgate such orders, the Mayor, pursuant thereto,
rules . and regulations as may be shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
necess
ary to insure the success
S AT SABOTEUR TRIAL—Four of the eight men on
thereof shall be punished by a
ti ial before a military commis
of
the
blackouts and air raid
sion
gton, D. C., as alleged Nazi spies sit along a
fine of not exceeding Five Hunwall and listen to proceedings.
Left to protection measures and to pro- dred ($500.
rner Thiel, alias John Thomas, 34; Richard Quinn,
00) Dollars or im34; and unidentified army
tect
life
and
property during said
officer;
Neubauer, 32, and Edward John Kerlin,
prisonment for not more than
33. This photo was made at
period
s;
provid
ed,
that
said
the
beginn
ording
d day of the trial by the U. S. Army Signal corps and
six (6) months, or by both said
was released by the Office of ers, rules and regulations, shall
&bon. (Associated Press photo from U. S.
fine and said imprisonment.
AT ALLEGED SPY'S TRIAL—Capt
Army Signal Corm)
. William G. Ilummels (left),
of
Telemat. include traffic movements
Section 6.—It is the intention aide to one Of the defens
n199
emergency or other vehicles,
e counsel, escorts Mrs. Gerard
and Mrs. Garnet Holland, recrea
Melind
- A Slight Case
evacuation of residents, congre- of the City Council of the City from the Department of Justice in Washington, D. C.,
tion leader.
where eight
of
Prince
•
Of No Murder •
ton,
Kentu
accuse
cky,
d
that
German-born saboteurs were on
gation of persons on public
trial. The 24-year-old
The next meeting will be held
each separate provision of this Chicago woman once was
Tacoma, Wash. (1P)—Authori- streets, sidewalks, in
the fiancee of Herbert Hans Haupt,
public ordina
at Mrs. Earnest Lacy's on
one
nce
shall
July ties were
of
be
the
deeme
accuse
d
ind.
kept busy around here places or buildings, but this
2. At this meeting demonstratio
—AP
Telem
at
depend
ent
of all other provisions
ns
'Jr some months on what fre- enumeration shall not be taken
in canning and drying will
Three Named For Dad
herein
,
and
if
horses
be
any
.
provis
'Junio
ion
r'
would
as a limitation on the power to
curse the
given and all non-members in- quently appeared to be incipient
And Not One 'Junior'
fate that gave him the name."
promulgate orders, rules, regu- thereof shall be declared to be
onstration
terested are invited to meet with murder cases.
El
Reno,
Okla. (112)—Edmund
lations governing any other sub- invalid, all other provisions
tions in conserving the club.
thereof shall remain valid and Williams liked his first name
From time to time, picnickers ject, persons or proper
To Mires distress of MONT1ILY
ty which enforc
er use will be givbut not "Junior," and so his
eable.
reported freshly-dug graves in much be regulated in
order to
following week at
Section 7.—This ordinance is sons are: Raymond Edmund, 22;
lonely spots near the Fort Lewis insure the proper
Otter Pond Homemakers
carrying out
laces listed below:
necessary for the immediate Franklin Edmund, 13; Benjamin
milita
ry
of
reserv
any
ation.
duly
The
Each
authorized blackout
Otter Pond Homemakers'
time,
AND HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!
p. m.. Saturday,
preservation of the public health, Edmund, 8, and Edmund ChesLydia E. Pinkham's TABLETS
club held its regular meeting sheriff's deputies armed them- or air raid protection measure.
es. hostess.
ter,
5.
peace
and
safety
(with
of the persons
added iron) have helped
selves with picks and shovels
Section 2.—The Mayor may
thousan
2:00 p. m.. TUC'S- Tuesday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock
ds of girls to relieve
Reason
ed Edmund the elder:
and went to the scene.
appoint for a specified time as and property of residents of the
tional monthly pain and funcat
the
home
of
Mrs.
weak
Claud
e Mcta Tower)', hostess.
"If
I
becam
city
e
of
Prince
feelings
famous
ton,
.
,
three
Pinkluim's Tablets ALSO
Kentu
of
cky, in
On the last call, deputies many special police, without
pay, that it
help
build
200 p. m., Wed- Connell, who conducted the proup
red
our
,blood
boys
and
thus
would
have cause to
is in the furtherance of
probed each of three freshly- from among the residents
aid in promoting more strengt
of the the public
h.
J M. Cook. hos- gram.
envy
'Junior
Made
.'
Then
especial
welfar
again,
ly
e
tor
that
supimmed
women.
piled
Folmounds of dirt, measuring city of Princeton as may be
The program on "Home Drylow label directions. Worth trying/
pose
I
were
iate
hange
steps
d for stealing
be taken to enit-ce
six feet long by 1 inches wide, deemed advisable for servic
e in blacko
.2:00 p. m., Thurs- ing of Fruits and Vegetables"
ut and other regulations,
and found only an orange, a connection with any blacko
was
given
by
ut
the home agent.
H. Tandy, hostess.
or air raid protection measures. and an emergency is, therefore,
During the recreation period the milk bottle and a paper sack.
declared to exist, and this ordinArmy
authorities straightened During the term of service of
history of the "Star Spangled
ance shall be in force and effect
makers
them
such
out.
The
specia
graves
l
police,
This is the time to start to protect your growwere
only
Banner," was given by the prothey shall
fox holes, which are dug fre- possess all powers and privileges from and after its passage and
Homemakers Club gram conductor, Miss Lucy
ing crops against hail.
M.
quently in maneuvers and later and perform all duties of pri- publication.
- meeting Tues- Mashburn.
Unanimously adopted at a
Rates on tobacco, $3.00 per hundred. We
filled
in.
vates
in
the standing police
.. the home of
The club adjourned to meet
regular meeting of the City
force of the City of Princeton.
-t. Officers were August 21, at the home of Mrs. Ray
write
up to $300 per acre.
Martin, Ferd Wadlington,
Said special police must wear Council of Princeton, Kentucky,
.• year and im- Claude Robinson for their
an- Jimmie Mitchell, T. P. Lewis,
Bette
r be safe than sorry . . . SEE
such identifying emblem or uni- held on Monday night, July 13,
- reported. Mrs. nual picnic.
and Miss Lucy M. Mashburn.
1942.
form
as
may
as reelected presibe
prescribed by
Members present were: Mes- Visitors present were
Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor.
Mesdames the Mayor and
k Pool, vice-presi- dames Claude Robinson, Claud
it shall be une T. G. Brown and Miss Nancy
lawful for any special policeman Attest:
Porter, secretary McConnell, George Martin, Jr., Scrug
"For Protection That Protects"
ham.
to attempt to carry out any ord- Garland Quisenberry, Clerk.
er, rules, or regulations pro- WMIMMMIIMUMMAIMMM
max..oatm
am•sou elsmsie
mom o...sumo metuarWslmsoli...monons.“
nommenmsumennmarl
mulgated under the authority
conferred by this ordinance
when he is not wearing said
identifying emblem or uniform.
Section 3.—This ordinance is
an exercise by the City of
Princeton of its governmental
functions for the protection of
TAPS YOUR
public peace, health and safety,
TIME TO PAT •..
and neither the city .of PrinceWITHOUT
ton nor any individual subject
BUYING
to regulations lawfully included
FO VICTORY
"ON TIME
herein or promulgated pursuant
BUY
to authority herein conferred,
Limited budgets'
sudden
shall be liable for any damage
won't stand
Dome
expenditures.
loyge
•.•
sustained to person or property
STAMPS
But careful ?lani
during, or as the result of, an
fling will mc
"
h
o
easy 10 get t
authorized blackout or air raid
CHOOSE TODAY ...
good blankets, ono
TARS MONTHS
protection measure.
other winter things.
TO PAY'
you're going to
Section 4.—When deemed
cold
need when
necessary in order to protect
comes.
weather
life or property .during a blackHLoyoyowtiAlbwli: Ppetango,e.
out or air raid, the police, or
the special police authorized
This thrifty
btr
A71119-,
herein, are authorized and dilong known to Penrected to enter upon any prema
what you
ises with the City of Princeton
tPs
h e.ulg
oe go
stb nfa_
dcdu;
ee
nntey
mo:
and extinguith lights or take
other necessary action to make
effective any order, rule, or
THRIFT AND
Snug! Warm! Cosy!
regulation promulgated under
SAVINGS FOR
the authority conferred by this
. VICTORY

emakers
News

Female Weakness

GS . . . REMO

HAIL! HAIL MAIL!

C. A. Woodall, Insurance Agency

1

T
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ET SELLING!

I

r REAL Dessert
CCESS••••

Pastel BLANKETS

0.1.110101418.801011.1.10WOMNIMIIMWOMION

OSIONNIMMIUMON

cSncri

For Fun in the Sun!
Cool, Smart
SLACK

Woven of a blend of 25%
warm wool, 50% lustrous rayon with its extra heat retaining properties and 25% smooth
strong cotton for long wear!
72-in. x 90-in.

59
.0

SUITS

$2.98 to $4.98
-,nd Seersucker
"tor spun ray,'in sizes 1220.
Glamorous
Swim Suits

Have you tried our

EOINGILA BELLE
SUNDAE?
elielously Cooling, Delightfully
Refreshing

rincess, Shoppe

$4.98
$1.50
PASTEL PLAID PAIRS
Sleek fitting! Warm 25% wool combined
with the sofe fluffiness of
For Sports! cotton!
Satin bound. Double
BLOUSES bed size--72x84-in.
Of slub
broadcloth!

"Eddie, we forgot one thing.
How are we to get our daily
supply of pasteurized milk?
The old camp won't seem
much like home without it."

PRINCETON
CREAMERY
Phone 161
1.11MM.M.11111•MMIIINIOM

1
.

69c

4.98
RAYON AND COTTON
Single blankets of fine spun
rayon combined with cotton!
Bound with rayon satin. 72in. by 90-in.
Budget-Prieed!
Part Wools!
$1.98
looking
Good
pairs
plaid
with 5% wool
for added comfort. Sateen
binding!

Jacquard Pairs Part Wool Pairs Single
Blankets
Blanket
$2.98
$3.98
$2.98
$1.98
Nicely cut of denim,
ipci Fine imported Chevron plaids Half rayon and
hopsacking or twill. I"Pe cotton — sateen with 5% wool. Rayon satin Striking Indian
designs in deep
binding! 70x80 Rayon taffeta half
cotton! . .
binding!
rich colors.
in. Val el
THE PENNE'
, KAY IS THE THRIFTY WAY • THE THRIFTY bindina 72x84WAY IS THE A
Cotton Twill SLACKS

•
**.

Thursday, July 16,
Kentucky
er, Princeton,
The Princeton Lead
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STYLES FOR WOME

$1.17

/$111

Were $2.69

Were $2.98

ITEMS ARE
MOST OF THESE
"
T.
AS
FE
N
AI
RG
NEW FALL
"THIS SUMMER BA
FOR INCOMING
OM
RO
KE
.
MA
WE INVITE YOU TO
MORNING JULY 17
ENT. BUT WE MUST
EM
AY
AC
ID
PL
FR
RE
Y
RL
AN
EA
TH
RE
LESS
BE HE
IS YOUR GAIN, SO,
GOODS. OUR LOSS
SPORTSWEAR
MEN! SAVE ON
STRAW HAT BUYS

moccasin types,
Saddle oxfords,
and step-ins—
ghillies, pumps,
wn and white,
bro
te,
whi
in smart.
ations! . . .
bin
com
and two-tone
school, sports—
Styles for dress,
s.
size
in women's
$2.29--------$1.77
Sandals, were
Misses' Sport Shoes and

CLEARANCE OF DRESSES
In Three Groups

Special Clearance Bargains
60 Pairs -- 0 N L Y
Children's

60 Pairs

and Black .
Spi cud Buy . . . Tan

Were $4.98 & $7.90
Pretty sheers and
crepes in
rayon
ors, gay
col
t
sof
prints! Misses', women's.

Cloth Sandals and Oxfords

Were At 21c

17c yd.
rics
Save on Summer Fab

Big Size Remnants

Plain shirt,
striped slacks.
Washable rayon and cotton

TUB FROCKS
79c ea.

cloth.

Group No. 2 at

Group No. 3 at

$2.00

$1.00

SUITS
$12.

at

ts are all wool others part
Some of these sui
if you want one of ther
summer fabrics. Hurry

- ONLY — 5

5

Sport Coa
5.00

$3.98

Were /7.96 Now

Were $4.98

NIERL-•
TWEEDS & CAS

A MECO

25c
150 Pairs

- ONLY —150 Par
SPECIAL BUY

Men's and Young Men's

s
e
o
t
d
J
e
r
r
e
i
c
r
,
e
e
rec

Knee

PLAY SUITS
IM,ytirne

88c

Were 35c
Were 25c
socks.
Rayon hose and slack
rsee
points
all
ce
at
and
pie
d
in
2
rce
pla
of
nfo
of
ion
rei
ts
ect
Cotton
Consis
Wide sel
...
and
r.
wea
les
of
suckers and chambrays
voi
,
pes
cre
pes print
Other smart stylish cre
at 15c
cottons. Big Bargain.
Slack Sox
.
and sheers

CHILDREN'S
Short Sleeve and

19c

MEN'S CLON

20- ONLY 20

MEN'S SOCKS

All
Smart, crisp new styles.
tub-fast. 14 to 44.

Size 2 to 16

REMNANTS

SPECIAL BARGAINS

SLACK SUITS

SPECIAL BUY
Women's

OVERALLS
79c pr.

TERRY TOWEL

sport shoes you'll live in the ?pi
Cool, comfortable
ne brown, or tan and whit;"
-to
Two
the summer!
them NOW ... (luring our
binations. Save on
clearance sale!

t
Save 33% on Rivereres
Fabric

$1.00 pr.

BOYS' BLUE DENIM
Well Made

Assortment

Were $3.98

shirts in popShirred back
adcloth. Bamlin slub bro
boo color.
$1.98____$1.49
Others were

2

. Sizes 9 to

$l

$2.19

n
s
Men's and Young Men' W(,ole and T

were $1 49

Originally
Were 9ite

Smart Stylish

N'S SUMMER
CLOSE OUT ALL WOME

TUB SHEERS

CASUALS FOR MEN

SPORT SHIRTS

98e pr.

CLOSE OUT

$1.25

Summer Shoes For All

Group No. 1

School Oxfords

W
Were $1.39 — NO
Sizes
and
les
Sty
ed
ort
Ass

Air-cooled, braided
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and smooth fin
csti
dra
.
.
.
straws
ally reduced.

Summer Pan
*2.00
at

39c
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT JU

R
Mortgage Loans D.
L.
M
Pledged Share
Share Loans
Stock F.H.L. Bank
U. S. Defense Bonds

LIABILITIES

ct
Real Estate Sold on Contra
ed
own
ate
Est
l
Rea
Cash
le
Accrued Interest Receiveab
Other Assets

$398,663.50
2,217.50
2,109.80
4,200.00
14,990 00
16,577.43

$ 28,726.26
Optional Savings Shares
395,800.00
Investment Shares
31,381 04
s
fit
Pro
ded
Reserves and Undivi
190.90
d
Sol
E.
R.
Unearned Profit
13.50
ty
Social Securi
3.15
s
ces
Loans In Pro

1,613.23
13,676.64
48.70
18.05
TOTAL

TOTAL

$454,114.85
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$454 114 85
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Navy Asks loan
Of Binoculars

ecomes A Citizen

- MEN'S CIO

's Woolen and1

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

Chickens Can Eat
Poisoned Hoppers
Farmers using poisoned bran
bait to kill grasshoppers need
have no fear that chickens will
be killed' by eating the hopper,
say a statement from the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Lexington. Tests have been made
in feeding poisoned grasshoppers
to chickens, turkeys and birds,
and not one was killed, where
the poison recommended by the
Experiment Stai len was used.
A tremendous demand for The bait should he thinly scatpork and lard is keeping the tered, broadcast by hand at the
price Of hogs in line with the rate of 10 to 12 pounds of dry
ceiling prices set on wholesale
and retail pork products by the

. SIM' WItrEDOED AT DOCK—At least 23 men were reported lost when a submarine
American ship San
ked mt., Puerto Limon harbor at San Jose, Costa Rica,•and torpedoed tile
of the
just dn.' it docked at night. This view of the partly submerged deck shows some
—AP Telemat
ustrig their tobacco beds for
growing late gardens.
At a June show in Mercer
three "rooster days" in
county, 4-H club lambs born in
an county. dealers paid a
March weighed 75 to 85 pounds.
a pound over the market
Heavy rains damaged corn as
for roosters.
much as 50 percent on some
survey • indicates that the
farms in Estill county.
g of vetch will be doubled
Many farm bins were built or
we county.
repaired to hold the wheat crop
the ninth consecutive year,
in Hardin county.
t Hendricks of BreckinApplications of boron and potcounty. is growing tobacash made little if any improveland.
same
he
ment in alfalfa yields in Nelson
!,1..nstration on "Save
county.
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Price Of Hogs
Soars In June

formation on shortages and suband
and
recreation

stitutes,

morale building programs.
Food production has reached
new high levels in Kentucky, acMost prolific publisher in the
cording to reports made at a U. S., the government sells 18
state conference of home demon- millions books a year.
The population of India is
stration agents and home ecothe same as Europe, not
nomics specialists at the Bing- about
including Russia.
ham 4-H club camp in Washington county. The contribution of
Kentucky farm women to the
war effort, including the production and preservation of garden crops, was praised. Several
thousand neighborhood leaders
In Standard Old Line comare rendering an invaluable war
panies . . . Safety for Your
service, in helping the Extension
and Peace of Mind
Property
Service of the College of Agrifor Yourself.
culture and Home Economics ir
the anti-inflation program, and
in the production of food, canning, drying, storage and other
problems, it was stated at the
conference. Other subjects considert•d included consumer in

The United States Navy has
appealed directly to Princetoninns for the loan of binoculars
meeting service requirements for
the duration of the war, Dr. W.
L. Cash, mayor, said Tuesday.
He said two types of instruments are acceptable by the
and
Navy. They are Bausch
Lomb or Carl Zeiss, sizes 6 by
30 or 7 by 50.
Binoculars are necessities on
fighting ships of the Navy for
patrol work. Less than 2,000
instruments have been donated ,
in a campaign that started soon
after the war broke out.
Dr. Cash urged persons with
binoculars send them to Naval
Observatory, Washington, D. C.

C $3.98

Food Production
In State Higher

Screen actress Annabel]a,
French-born wife of
Tyrone Power,'rectliVeil her final American citizenship papers in
ederal court at Los Angeles.
er full name was recorded as
Annabella Susan Charpentier.
The Amazon river system is
the largest in the world.
Mexico is the world's greatest
ilver producer.

YOUR DOCTOR

adth

We are always glad to advance money for doctor, dental or
hospital expenses. Doctors and dentists are as a rule most
generous with their services. If you have an oveidue obll
gation to a doctor or dentist, don't ask him to wait longer
A repayment plan can be arranged to fit your individual
needs.

106 V2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone
470

Maurice French
Manager

Interstatc Falance

Office of Price Administration,
according to a statement prepared by the Department of
Markets and Rural Finance , of
the Kentucky College of Agriculture in Lexington.
Hog prices in June were the
highest in 16 years. Market supplies are large for this season of
the year, but the demand for
pork is also very great because
of requirements for the lendlease program, for the armed
services, and for civilian consumption. Markets for hogs are
consequently strong.

Knighthood Flowers Again

Tacoma, Wash. (JP)—Chivalry
Wright
Brazzaville, title capital of Free bloomed when Lloyd
French Equatorial Africa, is ex- slipped and fell while walking
on a downtown street. In falling
periencing a housing shortage.
he unwittingly struck a worban
Sixty collapsible tubes for shopper, knocking her down and
tooth paste or shaving cream causing her to tear a silk stockcan supply enough solder for a ing.
Did Wright brush his clothes
medium bomber or medium tank.
and walk away? No—he took the
and
The khamsin is a sandstorm lady to a nearby store
-silk
of
pair
new
a
her
which usually sweeps North bought
stockings.
Africa in early summer.

Credit.
Help Prevent War Time Inflation -By Regulating Your Buying and Your

Installment
Accounts
New regulations allow you to buy al/lost anything, with a slightly increased
down payment, with up to 12 months
to pay. The payments on installment
contracts made by you before May 6,
1942 are not affected in any way.

Sure Your Credit Is Good
If you are in the habit of paying your bills during the month in which they are rendered, Regulation W of the Federal Reserve Board will not apply to you.
On the other hand, under Under Regulation W, if a charge account remains unpaid after the

rvice
urse, a cordial
to,
1 attention
uring your sta!

USE
NAM RE'S
WAY .

following the month of purchase, these government regulations will apply.

Frozen Credit Accounts
May readily be restored to active status if you will make arrangements at our credit office.

TUC
sand
e
e's
110
new°3
ocated
Kentuelq s
oonforins
S will
rate Charge

Ilrefiatural

ICE
Keep foods cold and fresh
with plenty of good, pure,
natural ice. It banishes the
unpleasantness of summer as
if by magic—and don't forget, we are ready to givyOU
the most efficient delivery.
service you ever enjoyed. Just
Phone us.

Citizens Ice Co.

DON'T BE MISLED...
You still can charge on open account at:

L. H. Lowry
Sula & Eliza Nall
Princeton Furniture & Und. Co.
Dick's Men Store
J. R. Beesley & Son
Goldnamer's
Brown Furniture & Undertaking Co.
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Ed twathmal Ballot

Consecutive No.

Name of Voter

Name of Voter

Reg. No,

Residence

Prepared For Air
Attack By Enemy

Reg. No.

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

REPUBLICAN PARTY

Election Saturday, August 1, 1942

Election Saturday, August 1, 1942

For United States Senator

For United States Senator

(Vote For one)

(Vote For One)

JOHN YOUNG BROWN
Lexington, Ky.

Princeton Baseball
Club Plays Marion
Here Sunday Afternoon

Educational Ballot Princeton To Be

Consecutive No.

Residence

Thursday, July 16,19

CHARLES B. CANDLER
Somerset, Ky

Blackouts Scheduled;
Civilian Defense Officers To Train To
Meet Emergencies
Princeton, while not a 11111itary objective that might be
aimed at by enemy raiders in
event bombing comes to this
section, will follow sister towns
in planning blackouts, air raid
precautions and protection of its
water supply, Dr. W. L. Cash,
mayor, said Tuesday.
He said Princeton is not beyond danger from the enemy because of its location near several
places playing a part in the war.
And steps will be taken to meet
whatever situation may arise.
A night watchman has already
been placed at the main waterworks station, he said, in case
sabatoge is attempted there.
Air raid wardens, first aid
units, firefighters and other officers will be selected through
the Caldwell Civilian Defense
Committee headed by Leo Walk-

Prirweton Regulars, winners of
two games and losers of one stray this year, will play Marion
in a baseball game at Princeton
Ball Park Sunday, July 19.
Princeton wnlppeo Madisonville
6 to 5, and Eddyville 14 to 3, before losing to Fredonia 9 to 6.
The regulars have a strong
hurling corps in Yates, former
Paducah Indian in the Kitty
and
League, Rogers, Beckner
Hogan. The team is also hitting
well this year. The squad is
composed of George, Kennedy,
Cunningham, Newby and Dorr
in the infield and Pickens, Jenkings, Stevens, Taylor and Hite
in outer garden. Rogers is regular backstop. Sunday's game will
be called at 2:30.
er. Blackout drills are scheduled
later, Dr. Cash said.
City Council took action Monday, night regarding defense
passings an ordinance requiring
people here to prepare against
attack.
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RETAILERS FOR VICTORY

Cakes
Jam

READING
SHOWS

PRINCETON
"lily 20-25
At Brown's Lot

New Regulations Series Of Farm
Meetings Planned

Corn Flakes
Pep
Cleanser'cr.
Soap
Peaches

19

il-oz.

n

Cookies
Juice
Macaroni

County A
Gets Arm

121( Cheese
3.10( Starch
Spab Ammonia '7111'
Apple Sauce

Fresh And Cured Neat

Fresh Fruit And Vegetables

33f

184z

RED FILSON
CASH

& CARRY STORES
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PRINCETON SHOE COMP

Clearance Sale Of Summer Shoes Nzstr
All Men's, Women's and Children's Summer
Shoes Now On Sale.
Now Is Your Chance To Buy Quality Shoes On Sale Right In The Heart
Of The Season. Don't Miss It!
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